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For over 25 years we have been 
helping financial advisers like 
you provide the right investment 
solutions for your clients. 

We fundamentally believe in  
the value of financial advice,  
and have developed our services 
and strategies alongside the 
financial advice community, to 
make it easier for you to deliver 
exceptional client outcomes.

Our award-winning MPS 

Our Managed Portfolio Service 
(MPS) is designed to provide your 
clients with a straightforward, 
cost-effective way to benefit from 
our investment experience, so that 
they can make the most of their 
investments for generations to 
come. 

Introducing you  
to Quilter Cheviot 

Whether your client wants to preserve or grow their 
wealth, our MPS strategies have been designed 
with their goals in mind. We go the extra mile to 
ensure that you and your client are supported at 
every stage of the investment journey.

A warm welcome from our 
Managed Portfolio Service team

Left to right: 
Simon Doherty,  
Head of Managed 
Portfolio Service; 
Antony Webb, 
Deputy Head of 
Managed Portfolio 
Service



Investment decisions based on 
industry-leading research – Page 6

You will have access to insights 
provided by our leading equity and 
fund research teams. Each analyst 
is experienced in delivering expert 
recommendations. 

Unique strategic approach – Page 4

We offer five actively managed, multi-
asset strategies constructed using our 
unique ‘Building Blocks’ approach. 

This pioneering approach offers  
clients exposure to a greater range 
of investment opportunities and 
asset classes than is possible within a 
‘traditional’ MPS.
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Exceptional service – Page 8

Our business has been designed 
with you and your clients in mind. 
We are dedicated to ensuring that 
you and your clients are getting 
value from every stage of your 
relationship with us. 

Why you should choose 
Quilter Cheviot’s MPS

Source: iStock/Getty
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Our Building Blocks

The five MPS strategies are constructed using Building Blocks - a range 
of funds designed and actively managed by Quilter Cheviot, exclusively 
for use within our MPS. 

Each Building Block is designed to provide specific geographic or asset 
class exposure, and invests in a combination of direct equities, bonds or 
external fund holdings.

Working in partnership with our experienced research colleagues, the 
MPS team carefully select those investments which form the eight 
individual Building Blocks. 

The Building Blocks are then used to build a range of MPS strategies with 
differing investments objectives and risk characteristics. 

This innovative structure ensures a best-in-class investment management 
solution that is both nimble in nature and active in its approach.

How our Building Blocks form our MPS Strategies

For Illustrative purposes only
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UK Equity   

North American 
Equity

European Equity

Asian & EM Equity

Conservative  
Fixed Interest 

Fixed Interest

Diversified 
Returns

Alternative Assets

Building Blocks Our MPS Strategies

Our unique strategic approach
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How can our approach benefit you and your clients? 

Risk mapped strategies

To help you determine the right strategy for your clients, the strategies have been mapped by six 
independent risk profiling services. 

Find out more at: www.quiltercheviot.com/mps-risk-mapping

Additional diversification opportunities

The flexibility of the Building Blocks structure provides your clients 
with access to a greater range of investment opportunities and asset 
classes than is possible with a ‘traditional’ MPS approach. 

A market-leading service at competitive costs

Investing in direct equities and bonds, rather than solely third-party 
funds significantly reduces costs for your clients. Furthermore, we do 
not charge a fund management fee for the running of the Building 
Blocks, maximising the cost reductions afforded by the structure.

Efficient investment implementation

Our Building Blocks approach allows us to be more agile than 
traditional MPS solutions, with investment changes implemented 
without the need for wholesale strategy rebalancing.

http://www.quiltercheviot.com/mps-risk-mapping
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Our experienced MPS team 
are responsible for running the 
strategies and managing the 
underlying Building Blocks, 
ensuring full control of the 
portfolio construction process.

Each MPS strategy is carefully 
crafted, drawing on the insights 
of our expert teams of equity and 
fund research analysts to shape 
the exposures. 

Our Equity Research Team

Our team of equity analysts sit 
at the heart of our investment 
process. The team has an 
established performance track 
record across the equity markets 
they cover.

The team’s expertise spans a range 
of global sectors including Energy, 
Materials, Industrials, Consumer 
Discretionary, Consumer Staples, 
Health Care, Financials, Information 
Technology, Communication 
Services, Utilities and Real Estate.

Our Fund Research Team

Our award-winning team 
of fund analysts provide 
invaluable insight on collective 
investments for our MPS team. 

From more than 40,000 funds 
they actively monitor more than 
320. These include open-ended 
funds, investment companies, 
exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and 
index-tracking investments. 

Finding the best 
investment opportunities

If you would like to receive the latest insights from our 
research analysts and regular updates from the MPS team, 
visit www.quiltercheviot.com/subscribe

http://www.quiltercheviot.com/subscribe
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Global Equities 1,600+

Meeting Management 

Industry Analysis

Company Analysis

Structural Themes

Global Equities 350+

Collective Funds 40,000+

Face to Face Meetings 

Fund Structure

Risk Controls

Performance Analysis

Collective Funds 320+

Fixed Interest 30,000+

Sovereign Bonds

Investment Grade Bonds 

Credit Rating

Interest Rate Outlook

Fixed Interest 150+

Our initial research universe

Our hand-picked watchlist

Our Building Block Funds

UK 
Equity   

North 
American 

Equity

European 
Equity

Asian & 
EM Equity

Conservative  
Fixed 

Interest 

Fixed 
Interest

Diversified 
Returns

Alternative 
Assets
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Adding value for you  
and your clients

At Quilter Cheviot, our aim is to help you deliver exceptional advice and 
outstanding investment outcomes for your clients. 

We’ve built our Managed Portfolio Service with you in mind, so that we 
can support your business for years to come.

For your clients, we provide:

  A best-in-class MPS 
solution with a longer track 
record than most equivalent 
offerings in the market.

  Straightforward access to 
our strategies through our 
range of carefully selected 
platform providers, or our 
own nominee arrangements. 

  An exclusive service 
at a transparent and 
competitive price. 

For you, we provide:

  Regular portfolio  
re-balancing, so that 
you’re always able to meet 
your clients’ unique needs.

  Monthly factsheets, so  
you are always on top of 
your clients’ investments.

  The latest insights from our 
research team including 
investment commentaries, 
webinars, vlogs, events, 
newsletters and more. 
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Source: iStock/Getty

Responsible investment is integral to the way we manage money at  
Quilter Cheviot. Our firm-level framework places stewardship, ESG 
screening and ESG integration at the heart of our investment process. 

As a responsible investor, we are committed to our role as a steward of 
clients’ assets to protect and enhance long-term returns. Our unique MPS 
structure enables us to vote and engage with both companies and fund 
managers on ESG matters. 

Integrating ESG considerations into our investment process has direct  
and indirect positive outcomes on the investments we make on behalf  
of our clients.

Our approach to 
Responsible investing
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Let’s start our  
journey together

Source: iStock/Getty

   

We look forward to welcoming you to our community of over 3,000 advisers, 
so that you enjoy more time to focus on developing your core business, building 
valuable client relationships and providing truly holistic financial planning.

How to access the MPS

Our exclusive platform partners

You can easily access our market-
leading MPS strategies via our  
carefully selected range of platform 
partners.

Our own nominee arrangements 

For clients working with an adviser with 
£20,000 or more to invest, we are pleased 
to offer the option of investing directly 
through our nominee arrangements.

All of our strategies are available through an extensive range of tax-efficient 
wrappers including ISA’s, SIPPs and Offshore Bonds, so that you can help your 
clients make the most of their investments.
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Speak to our helpful team today 
Our expert team are here to help you.

Contact us today to find out how we can support you and your clients.

quiltercheviot.comenquiries@quiltercheviot.com+44 (0)20 7150 4000

Our offices

BRISTOL

LONDON

SALISBURY

BIRMINGHAM

LIVERPOOL

QUILTER CHEVIOT
EUROPE – DUBLIN

BELFAST

GLASGOW
EDINBURGH

MANCHESTER

LEEDS

LEICESTER

INTERNATIONAL & JERSEY

mailto:enquiries@quiltercheviot.com


Investors should remember that the value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up and that past 
performance is no guarantee of future returns. You may not recover what you invest. This document is directed at and is intended 
to be viewed by investment professionals only; it should not be disseminated to or relied upon by any other person.

Quilter Cheviot and Quilter Cheviot Investment Management are trading names of Quilter Cheviot Limited. Quilter Cheviot Limited 
is registered in England with number 01923571, registered office at Senator House, 85 Queen Victoria Street, London EC4V 4AB. 
Quilter Cheviot Limited is a member of the London Stock Exchange and authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct 
Authority, under the Financial Services (Jersey) Law 1998 by the Jersey Financial Services Commission for the conduct of 
investment business in Jersey. Accordingly, in some respects the regulatory system that applies will be different from that of the 
United Kingdom.
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